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A crime mystery filled with gripping twists! 

Jackson, of Spokane Washington promises his client safety only to see her murdered moments before he 

gave her his word. Her husband was a mob boss that she was about to spill the beans on. 

Jackson is in rage that this murder broke his word and he takes it personally. His mission is finding her 

killer. This book is filled with short stories and poetry that will keep you glued to every page. 

Anthony Arnold brings all the drama in his 5th book that will blow your mind with suspense and final plots 

that you’ll never see coming. 

The Traveler: An extraterrestrial being tasked to watch over a young planet in the solar system. 

Earth: This is a journey over the decades as he watched over our planet. 

From The Darkness Of Slavery To The Turmoil Of Today. 
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About Anthony Arnold aka The Kingpen: A budding Poet and Writer, as early as the third grade when he 

composed his very first poem, Florida-raised writer Anthony Arnold fell in love with words finding them 

to be a comfort and mainstay throughout his life. Raised to be a reader by his grandmother, he soon 

developed a keen awareness and love for Black History. He has a particular gift in this genre although he 

is one of the most versatile Poets of his generation. 

As an avid reader of all genres of literature, he has found a particular passion for Black History. He believes 

his ancestry and the legacy of those who came before him, gave their blood, sweat, and tears to make it 

possible for him to live a life of freedom and liberation. He is saddened by the fact that it appears the 

current generation has little knowledge of and doesn’t seem to know or speak of Family History, especially 

Black History. Through his writing, he hopes to educate others more about the historical significance of 

the challenges African Americans face as well as the contribution of African Americans throughout history 

including those events which are rarely discussed or taught in public schools, such as African American 

roles in the Civil War. He hopes to shed more light on the strength of Black People throughout history. 

Although his writing passion is focused a great deal on his own African American Culture Anthony Arnold 

has a deep love for all mankind that grew during his service to his country. Anthony Arnold has proudly 

retired from service in the US Air Force. He was awarded numerous medals during his career, including 

Air Force Achievement Medal-1986, 1993, and 2001 and many more. 

Through poetic expression, this book is the beginning of fulfilling his desire to share knowledge with the 

younger generation with more about their ancestors and culture; letting them know they are much more 

than what some in society have labeled them. 
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